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A B S T R A C T

Energy storage systems (ESS) are a structural solution for the integration of renewable energy systems. To plan
the optimal combination of ESS, storage expansion planning approaches are commonly used. They tend to focus
on balancing the energy fluctuations from renewable technologies but are usually blind to the need for specific
additional services required for dealing with forecast errors. Hence, they underestimate the real operating costs
of the future power system and lead to suboptimal investment recommendations. In response, we propose a
multi-service storage expansion approach.
A linear programming optimization is developed, LEELO, to find the optimal investments in a 100% re-

newable system (based on solar photovoltaic and wind power) deciding on renewable generators and storage
systems. In our formulation, we explicitly model the provisioning of power reserves and energy autonomy as
additional services. A case study applies our model to Chile considering four regions and the (existing) hydro-
power park, for a complete year with an hourly resolution. We systematically assess how our novel multi-service
planning differs from conventional energy-based planning in terms of total costs, operation, and investment
decisions (with a focus on ESS).
Considering power reserves and energy autonomy reveals on average 20% higher costs that otherwise would

not be captured in the expansion planning process. Regarding operation, ESS show only slight differences in the
two planning models. All ESS participate in the provision of energy. As might be expected, batteries are the main
provider of (short-term) power reserves, assisted by pumped-hydro, whereas hydrogen storage is responsible for
providing (long-term) energy autonomy. However, the storage investment decisions differ significantly between
both models. In our multi-service model, the attained power capacities and energy capacities are up to 1.6 and
3.2 times larger, respectively than in conventional planning. The resulting storage mix changes even more
strongly: a general shift towards hydrogen systems is observed. Mainly batteries are substituted, while pumped-
hydro capacities stay relatively constant. The trend of the above results is consistent for various scenarios of
wind and photovoltaic generation and for sensitivities of service parameters.
Our findings underline the importance of modeling multi-services in the planning of renewable-based power

systems.

1. Introduction

For a sustainable development of our society, energy production
needs to turn away from fossil sources. More precisely, to meet the goal
of the Paris Agreement of keeping the world’s temperature increase well
below 2 °C, the greenhouse gas emissions need to become net zero (for
all energy sectors) shortly after the year 2050 [1]. Many countries are
already increasingly deploying renewable technologies. However, for
reaching 100%-renewable energy systems, higher levels of flexibility

are still needed to affront their temporal and spatial variability and
uncertainty. In the power sector, flexibility can be provided by the
demand side (smart consumers, demand-side management) [2], the
supply side (flexible generation, including curtailment of renewable
technologies) [3], and infrastructure of transmission and storage [4].
Interconnecting the different energy sectors (power, transport, heat) is
another alternative to upgrading the flexibility levels [5].

Energy storage systems (ESS) are widely envisioned as a structural
solution for attaining highly renewable systems. Beyond the use of
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traditional pumped-hydro storage (currently about 170 GW/1600 GWh
worldwide [6]), the deployment of battery energy systems is rapidly
growing [6]. Li-ion batteries show an especially promising future due to
their fast cost decrease in recent years [7]. Currently, there is more than
2 GW/6 GWh of installed power/energy capacity worldwide, with
much more on the way [6]. To buffer very short-term power fluctua-
tions, flywheels have been widely used to improve system stability,
comprising about 1 GW of installed power capacity with a couple of
minutes of energy storage [6]. For seasonal storage, hydrogen systems
are an option that is receiving substantial research efforts [8]. After the
production of hydrogen, it can be stored as such and then be used in
fuel cells (for converting it back to power). Alternatively, it can be
transformed into methane to be stored in the existing gas infrastructure.
From there it can follow the conventional uses of natural gas, such as
being burnt in gas turbines. This sector coupling capability is what
makes hydrogen so promising, although its currently installed capacity
is rather small (< 0.1 GW/<0.1 GWh) [6]. Compressed air energy
systems can also serve the long-term [9]. However, beyond the two
older installations, McIntosh and Huntdorf (from 1978 and 1991),
which add up to 0.4 GW/5 GWh, no further significant installations
have been concreted [6].

There are many studies available that size the general storage need
in renewable systems. Ref. [10], for example, compares almost 20
publications about the ESS requirements in the U.S. and Europe for
increasing shares of renewables. Many of these publications do not
account for the different storage technologies, although they strongly
differ from each other. Batteries, for example, show low costs per power
capacity but high costs per energy capacity. The opposite is true in long-
term storage technologies, such as hydrogen systems. As no single ESS
outperforms all others, the resulting question is what combination of
storage technologies can offer the least-cost and most reliable solution
for future power systems. Thus, more recent studies have included
multiple storage devices into their planning programs in the last couple
of years. For example, Ref. [11] focuses on the short-, mid-, and long-
term storage needs of Europe. Ref. [12] also searches for the storage
mix but considers the Middle East and Northern Africa (in addition to
Europe). The team of Breyer has assessed the storage requirements for
several regions, including Ukraine [7], Turkey [13], and Australia [14].
Many more approaches of storage planning can be found in the litera-
ture; Ref. [15] systemized about 100 publications, including the current
challenges.

Three main challenges need to be tackled when planning storage
systems for high shares of renewable technologies: variability (in time),
site-specificity (or variability in space), and uncertainty (or forecast
errors) of renewable generation [15]. The first challenge is frequently
addressed by using a sequential time treatment. In generation planning,
this used to be done via representative weeks (e.g. one week per
season), but current storage expansion models tend to consider full
years with hourly resolution (i.e. 8760 continuous time steps) [15]. The
second challenge can be handled by considering multiple sites for po-
tential projects (where care has to be put on the correlation of the re-
sources), which also implies that the transmission infrastructure has to
be modeled (i.e. losses and bottlenecks). The third and last challenge
can be tackled by using scenario analysis (e.g. assessing the system’s
reliability in different meteorological years), robust programming
(i.e. finding designs that work for many different conditions —which
are already taken into account during the investment planning—), and
stochastic optimization.

Stochastic optimization treats uncertainties endogenously by using
probabilistic descriptions of the random processes. In other words, the
profiles of renewable production are generated within the optimization
under the assumption of imperfect foresight [16]. Although this is the
most complete approach to handle uncertainties, it is also intensive in
computing times; thus, stochastic optimization is mainly found when
planning smaller systems, such as distribution grids. Here, the literature
shows to be more advanced. Ref. [17], for example, introduces an

explicit stochastic formulation to deal with forecast errors of load and
wind, when sizing distribution system components (like substations or
feeders). Ref. [18] puts more emphasis on the sources of uncertainty,
extending them to emission prices and demand growth. Finally, also
with explicit consideration of stochasticity, storage systems and de-
mand response [19], and capacitor banks [20] have been sized. How-
ever, when it comes to planning larger power systems, explicit sto-
chastic approaches are (still) uncommon. In fact, most of the above-
cited studies, including the ones analyzed by the reviews in Refs. [21]
and [10], either neglect uncertainty, or treat it with scenario analysis.

An emerging alternative to (implicitly) treat uncertainty in large
power systems is modeling system services, for example power reserves.
Here, the model would request to allocate a buffer among generation
and storage units to accommodate for short-term forecast errors (which,
in turn, can be described with a statistical parameter, say 10% of the
forecasted energy). One of the few examples is Ref. [22], that sized a
single storage technology while taking into account power reserves and
security requirements. In this line, the most complete work found is Ref.
[23], which presented a detailed formulation of power reserves for
planning a thermal-based system (but without considering the trans-
mission system) with increasing shares of renewables. Modeling such
system services can strongly impact the final investment re-
commendations, and is not yet fully understood.

From the above state of the art, it becomes clear that modeling di-
verse power system services in planning exercises is a still incipient
topic. Consistently, we extend the existing body of literature by un-
derstanding how the need for multi-services impacts the optimal com-
bination of storage technologies in a fully-renewable system when in-
cluding the transmission system. Concretely, this paper contributes by:

(i) Assessing how accounting for power reserves and energy au-
tonomy in a storage expansion tool for a multi-nodal system im-
pacts the sizing of multi-storage technologies. We systematically
explore these services, focusing not only on the overall costs and
investments but also on the crossed-effects among the different
storage technologies.

(ii) Studying the optimal combination of storage technologies for a
projected 100% renewable-based power system that is in line with
the Paris Agreement. Beyond wind and solar technologies, the
existing hydropower plants (flow routing) are modeled because
this technology can alleviate the storage requirements. Including
hydropower in such detail and constellation is the first attempt,
according to our literature review.

(iii) Performing a case study about the Chilean power system. Europe
and the U.S. have several studies on fully-renewable power sys-
tems, whereas, for South America —and Chile in particular— there
are transition scenarios only [10]. In those publications, the focus
is typically on the trade-off between conventional technologies and
renewables, where storage devices play a minor role only, given
the sunk cost of conventional plants. Furthermore, Chile has am-
bitious renewable targets, including a political goal of reaching
70% of renewable generation by 2050 [24] and research visions of
becoming a net solar energy exporter to Latin America [25].

Our findings for a 100% renewable system reveal new and essential
long-term insights for planners, modelers, and policy-makers.

The next section details our optimization model used for planning
the expansion of energy storage systems considering a multi-service
approach. Section 3 presents the description, inputs, and scenarios of
the case study (Chile), while Section 4 discusses the results. Finally,
Section 5 concludes and lines out the future work.

2. Methods

Our hypothesis is that including power reserves and energy au-
tonomy services in a storage expansion model significantly impacts the
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final storage investment recommendations. In other words, we seek the
optimal mix of ESS that offers a combination of services. We study the
impact of modeling these multi-services on: (i) the system operation,
(ii) the total costs, and (iii) the investment decisions for each storage
technology. The resulting numbers are illustrated for a multi-nodal
fully-renewable power system (Chile in the year 2050) that includes an
important share of hydropower.

2.1. Introduction to the model

We develop a tool for finding the optimal energy storage mix, called
Long-term Energy Expansion Linear Optimization (LEELO). It mini-
mizes the investment and operating costs of a power system, deciding
the capacities of storage and renewable technologies. Beyond the
classical energy balance, LEELO can include power reserves and energy
autonomy as services. Our approach considers a one-year modeling
horizon with hourly resolution (i.e. 8760 sequential time steps). The
electrical power system is represented by multiple nodes, where the
transmission system is modeled as a transport model. Flow routing is
modeled to capture cascading hydropower. LEELO can handle any
number of storage devices, but in the case study we consider three
types: Li-ion battery systems, pumped-hydro systems, and hydrogen
systems (more details provided in Section 3.4). We do not model the
distribution grid, nor the heat and gas sectors (helpful formulations for
those aims are found in Refs. [26;27], respectively). As we focus on a
100% renewable-based power system, unit commitment constraints are
not necessary (e.g. minimum online/offline times of fossil generators).
LEELO is formulated as a linear program in GAMS [28] and can be
solved with a barrier (interior point) algorithm, e.g. from CPLEX [29].

We produced two versions of LEELO, one with and one without
multiple services:

▪ Model B (for “basic”) is a classical storage expansion problem with
energy balance as the main constraint. Relevant inputs are the
(projected) load, (projected) costs of deploying and operating sto-
rage and renewable technologies, and the primary energy profiles
(solar, wind, water) for renewable generation. The model also
captures cascading hydropower systems.

▪ Model M (for “multi-services”) extends the previous model by in-
cluding the following power system services: (a) operating power
reserves to cope with forecast errors, following grid operator’s
practices of leaving operational margins as a function of the re-
newable production. And (b) energy autonomy, i.e. leaving energy
reserves in storage devices to deal with major, unexpected drops in
energy production (e.g. weeks of extremely low renewable genera-
tion as when compared to the typical weather year, sometimes re-
ferred to as dark doldrums).

In the following subsections, we describe LEELO, starting with the
objective function and continuing with the constraints that cover the
modeling of the power system, storage technologies, hydropower
plants, and renewable technologies. The complete nomenclature in-
cluding sets, parameters, and decision variables is in Appendix
(Table 8).

2.2. Objective function and decision variables

The objective function is a minimization of investment and oper-
ating costs including:

• annualized investment costs of storage in terms of energy capacity
and power capacity,
• annualized investment costs of renewable generators,
• variable operating costs of storage for charging and discharging,
• variable operating costs of renewable generators and transmission
lines,

• fixed operating costs of storage in terms of installed energy capacity
and power capacity,
• fixed operating costs of renewable generators and transmission,
• other costs, such as penalties for unserved energy, curtailed energy,
and fictitious inflows.

On the investment side, decisions are related to the power capacity
and energy capacity of the storage devices, and the power capacity of
the renewable power plants. For the operation, the main decision
variables are the generated renewable energy, the charge-
d and discharged energy of the storage units, and the transmitted power
between the zones. For model M, further operational decision variables
include the power system services (see Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4).

2.3. Modeling of power system

2.3.1. Transmission
The transmission system is modeled using a transport model (i.e.

only active power flows are considered, and the angle difference of the
voltage phasors are not), such as in Refs. [4] or [30]. We assume the
losses to be proportional to the transmitted power. This proportion is a
combination of a fixed term (transformer) and a variable term (line
length). The resulting losses are allocated equally at both ends of the
line. The involved equations are not shown here for the sake of brevity.
Expansion of transmission is not considered. Although this is a common
simplification storage expansion publications [31,32], it might also be a
strong one [4]. However, planning transmission infrastructure usually
involves other dimensions beyond costs, such as social opposition that
results in delays and cost over-runs. These are being dealt with in more
detail in an ongoing study.

2.3.2. Nodal energy balance
The energy supplied by renewables r (including hydropower plants

h) and storage systems s must match the demand for every time step t at
each zone z of the network (Eq. (1)). In case of energy shortage or
energy surplus, the model gives the option for unserved energy (as this
variable is heavily penalized in the objective function, it does not be-
come positive but is useful for tuning purposes) and curtailed energy,
respectively. Energy can be exchanged (imports, exports) between
nodes.

+ + +

=

p p p p p p p

Load t z

( ) ( )

, ,
r r t z s s t z

charge
s t z
discharge

z t
unserved

z t
curtailed

zz zz z t
imp

z zz t
exp

t z

, , , , , , , , , , , ,

, (1)

In traditional expansion planning models, adequacy used to be the
other main equation. Essentially, it ensures that the installed generation
capacity exceeds the peak demand. However, in systems based on
variable renewable generation, the investments are triggered by critical
conditions of the net-load (which is highly variable) along the year. In
our model, adequacy is, hence, captured in the set of equations re-
presented by Eq. (1).

2.3.3. Power reserves
There are many reserve definitions available in the literature, re-

lated to power system security. Here, we distinguish between con-
tingency reserves and operational reserves. The former are needed
during contingencies to compensate for the unexpected loss of a gen-
eration unit. The latter deal with hourly forecast errors of renewable
generation (i.e. steady-state from a power system regulation perspec-
tive).

The contingency reserves are equal to the installed capacity of the
largest generation unit (Eq. (2)). To avoid formulations with integers,
we assume that the largest unit is always online. The operational re-
serves (Eq. (3)) are modeled as a percentage of the forecasted renew-
able energy production. We treat demand as a deterministic process,
because its behavior is already well-understood by transmission system
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operators, and smart systems will only improve the controllability on
the demand side. Note that the above ways of sizing the power reserves
do not include network allocation’s criteria (i.e. independent of the
location). Thus, the index b does not appear in the equations.

=fRes P t,t
system largestunit (2)

=oRes F P Profile t,t
system renewables

z r r t z
ins

r t z, , , , , (3)

In our formulation, storage devices and hydropower reservoirs can
endogenously decide what reserves to offer. The sum of reserves offered
must always be larger than the reserves requested by the whole power
system (Eqs. (4) and (5)). The total committed power output of a
generator (i.e. the sum of dispatched power, committed operational
reserve, committed contingency reserve) has to be smaller than its
power capacity. Eq. (6) exemplifies this for a hydropower reservoir. Eq.
(7) makes sure that ESS and hydropower offer reserves only if they have
enough energy stored to provide them for at least one time step.

In contrast to our linear formulation of reserves, in unit commit-
ment tools they are usually modeled with integer variables (just as it is
the case of on/off states of thermal generators). These formulations are
relevant when only a few generation units can provide reserves, and
their level of flexibility is poor (large minimum offline times, slow re-
action times, etc.). In our system, we assume that many distributed
storage devices will exist in a 100% renewable power system. For these
situations, operational planning literature shows that linear formula-
tions are a good approximation for integer models [33,34], which
confirms our choice for a linear formulation for the sake of solving
times.
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z s t z s

S
h t h

H
t
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, , , , (4)
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H
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t h h
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+oRes fRes t stored t h( ) , ,t h
H

t h
H

t h, , , (7)

2.3.4. Energy autonomy
Energy autonomy (or energy reserves) are helpful to cope with

(unexpectedly) prolonged periods of low generation. They are analo-
gous to the previously described operational reserves but are expressed
in terms of energy instead of power. So, instead of dealing with short-
term forecast errors, energy autonomy is a way of dealing with long-
term forecast errors or with situations worse than the ones considered
in the typical-weather year. In that sense, they relate to term adequacy
applied to power system planning.

The amount of the energy autonomy requested by the system (e.g.
1 week) is not well established in the power sector yet, as it is currently
not a common service in planning. It will need to become more frequent
when designing 100% renewable-based systems, especially under the
influence of climate change or when merging with other energy sectors.
The German fuel sector, for example, imposes an autonomy equal to a
three-months demand [35].

The level of autonomy requested by the system is expressed in hours
(in which the system has to be able to satisfy demand without gen-
eration) and is transformed into units of energy with Eq. (8). The dif-
ferent storage devices and hydropower reservoirs act together to meet
this level at all times (Eq. (9)). The amount of energy autonomy that
each ESS can offer (in MWh) during a period is bounded by its stored
energy (Eq. (10)) and by its converter, which limits the energy it is able
to evacuate during the respective time horizon (Eq. (11)). Eqs. (10) and
(11) are analogous for hydropower reservoirs but are not shown for the
sake of brevity.

Autonomy Load Automy Hourssystem
average
system system (8)

+autonomy autonomy Autonomy ,
s z s z t h h t

system
, , , , (9)

autonomy stored s z t, , ,s z t s z t, , , , (10)

autonomy P Autonomy Hours s z t, , ,s z t s z
insdischarge system

, , , (11)

2.4. Modeling of storage technologies

2.4.1. Charging and discharging capacity and energy capacity
The power output (discharge capacity) of an ESS is limited by its

installed power capacity (e.g. power of the turbines) in Eq. (12). The
charging capacity is assumed to be symmetric (i.e. installed charging
capacity equals the installed discharging capacity). Similarly, the stored
energy is limited by the installed energy capacity (e.g. volume of the
reservoir) in Eq. (13). The power capacity and energy capacity are in-
dependent decisions (i.e. disjoint) [36].

p P s z t, , ,s z t
discharge

s z
insdischarge

, , , (12)

stored E s z t, , ,s z t s z
ins

, , , (13)

2.4.2. Energy-to-power ratio
To make sure that the resulting storage investments are of reason-

able sizes (i.e. that the ratio between the energy and power capacity is
economically meaningful), we limit the energy-to-power ratio with Eq.
(14). This constraint avoids, for example, batteries with oversized en-
ergy capacities, say 24 h.

F P E F P s z, ,s
MinE P

s z
insdischarge

s z
ins

s
MaxE P

s z
insdischarge2

, ,
2

, (14)

2.4.3. Cycling and state-of-health
Some storage technologies have to be replaced after a limited

amount of cycles, e.g. batteries. Eq. (15) accounts for this issue by
constraining the maximum amount of yearly cycles (discharged energy
divided by installed energy capacity) of each storage technology. For
example, if the battery system has a lifetime of 10 years and 10,000
cycles, then Eq. (15) makes sure that batteries deliver less than 1000
cycles/year. Note that to keep the linearity of the program, the term
corresponding to the installed energy capacity actually goes on the
right-hand-side.

p E Cycles Lifetime s z/ / , ,
t s z t

discharge
s z
ins

s
max

s, , , (15)

Furthermore, state-of-health refers to the decrease of the storage per-
formance due to aging. Examples are lower storage capacities in bat-
teries (degradation) and lower power capacities in turbines (mechanical
wear). Our model does not account for this issue, which is a common
simplification in static planning [15].

2.4.4. Energy balance, own losses, start and end conditions
The energy balance (Eq. (16), [37]) in the ESS takes into account the

energy taken from the grid for charging (decreased by its charging ef-
ficiency) and the energy delivered to the grid for discharging (increased
by its discharging efficiency). The stored energy is also decreased by
self-discharge, calculated as a fraction of the stored energy (Eq. (17),
[37]). Another loss occurs when providing power reserves (Eq. (18)).
This equation ensures two things. First, it tells the model that the sto-
rage technologies with higher round-trip efficiencies might be the first
ones in providing these reserves. And second, it accounts for the energy
lost in that process (e.g. batteries dedicated to providing frequency
reserves is a net energy consumer). These storage conversion losses
arise from balancing a sub-hourly cycle (or noise) related to forecast
errors, which is superposed to the hourly energy commitment. Fur-
thermore, the offered reserves are not always fully deployed, which is
captured with a factor that represents the frequency of fully deploying
these (offered) reserves.
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The start and end conditions of the stored energy are decision
variables. Both are set to be equal to avoid the optimization from
draining the stored energy towards the end of the time horizon.

2.4.5. Resource potential
The maximum capacity of to-be-installed storage technologies

might be limited. For example, pumped-hydro is constrained to avail-
able height differences. These bounds (for energy capacity and power
capacity) are expressed by Eqs. (19) and (20).

<P P s z, ,s z
insdischarge

s z
potential

, , (19)

<E E s z, ,s z
ins

s z
potential

, , (20)

2.5. Modeling of cascading hydropower

Cascading hydropower systems are more complex than other sto-
rage technologies. The following equations are specific to the former
and are additional to the storage equations of Section 2.4. Here, we use
a unit-sharp representation for hydropower plants. This approach
generates more decision variables but is necessary for capturing the
cascades. Technically, it also triggers the need of distinguishing hy-
dropower plants from other storage devices in all equations of the
model, but for the sake of simplicity, we tried to group hydro reservoirs
and other ESS whenever possible.

2.5.1. Water to power yield
The conversion from water to power depends on many factors (e.g.

efficiency, head). These are all summarized in the yield k, which we
assumed to be constant (Eq. (21)). This value is unique to each re-
servoir.

=p k q h t, ,h t h h t
turbined

, , (21)

2.5.2. Flow routing
The connectivity of cascading hydropower plants is modeled with

connectivity vectors (a simplified formulation of connectivity ma-
trixes), one for the turbined flows and one for the diverted flows. These
indicate from where to where the flows (turbined or diverted) go. For
instance, if the hydropower plant hh is immediately upstream of plant
h, the corresponding entry in the connectivity vector (row hh) would
show the identifier of h.

The turbined flows that come from upstream are computed in Eq.
(22). The expression for the diverted flow is analogous.

=q q wherehhareimmediatelyupstreamofh h t, , ,h t
turbinedupstream

hh hh t
turbined

, ,

(22)

2.5.3. Water balance
The water balance (Eq. (23)) is analogous to the energy balance of

the storage devices but involves more terms. The water additions (Eq.
(24)) contain the natural inflow, the diverted and turbined flows from
upstream (as explained above), and the fictitious flows. The latter is a

tuning variable with correspondingly high penalties in the objective
function. Clearly, in the results of the case study, this variable needs to
be zero. The water output (Eq. (25)) includes the turbined and diverted
flow (by the corresponding hydropower plant), and the flow used for
the provision of the power reserves (analogous to Eq. (18)).

= ++stored stored loss q q t h t( ) , ,h t h t h t h t
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h t
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, 1 , , , , (23)
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= + +q q q q h t, ,h t
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h t
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h t
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h t
reserve

, , , , (25)

2.6. Modeling of renewable technologies

2.6.1. Max. power capacity
Wind, solar PV, and run-of-river hydropower are modeled as follows

(for cascading hydropower, read above). The generated power is lim-
ited by the installed capacity in Eq. (26) (which also is decided by the
model). It is further constrained by the available natural resource
(wind, sun, water), which has a resolution in time and space (Eq. (27)).
To reduce computing time, we set the generated power equal to the
available energy profile. All energy excesses are handled with the
variable for energy curtailment, which is indexed per node (recall Eq.
(1)) instead of per generator and thus reduces the computational effort.

p P r t z, , ,r t z r z
ins

, , , (26)

=p P Profile r t z, , ,r t z r t z
ins

r t z, , , , , , (27)

2.6.2. Curtailment
We limit the maximum amount of curtailed energy since large

quantities could render the investment unattractive (Eq. (28)). In other
words, instead of installing excessive generation that could be curtailed,
this equation makes sure that the produced energy is preferably used or
stored. Limits extremely close to zero seem to produce biased results
towards the energy capacity of storage [10], but values between 5%
and 20% have shown to be reasonable in the literature [10]. The cur-
tailed energy is (slightly) penalized in the objective function.

p P Profile P
z t z t

curtailed
max
curtailed

r t z r t z r z
ins

, , , , , , , (28)

2.6.3. PV-to-wind ratio
Previous studies show that one of the leading drivers of different

storage requirements is the power mix [10]. To explore a wide range of
possible future power systems, we impose the proportion of the to-be-
installed capacities between PV and wind (Eq. (29)). The model still
decides where to invest but needs to respect this PV-to-wind ratio.

=
= =

P PVtoWindRatio P z,
r PV z r z

ins
r wind z r z

ins
, , , , (29)

2.6.4. Resource potential
The resource potential is expressed in the same way as for storage

technologies (Eq. (19)). The corresponding inputs are typically taken
from existing resource-mapping studies.

3. Case study

This section will describe the inputs of the case study. Following the
structure of the previous section, we will first present an overview of
the system under study, and then detail main inputs and assumptions
for the optimization model. At last, the scenarios considered for the
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model runs are defined.

3.1. Description of system

We used a brownfield planning approach to design Chile’s power
system in 2050, deciding the investments of renewable generation and
storage technologies. However, the subsequent analysis of results will
focus on the storage decisions only. From the current power system, we
assumed that only the existing hydropower plants and transmission
lines -given their long lifetime- will be present in 2050, while thermal
power plants will be fully decommissioned. We modeled Chile in four
zones (see Fig. 1 for those zones, including main results). Each zone
includes three profiles (or locations) for both wind and solar technol-
ogies and two profiles for run-of-river plants. From south to north these
zones are:

• Southern Chile (z1): with large cascading hydropower capacity,
outstanding wind sites, but only limited potential for solar tech-
nologies. The demand is mainly residential.
• Central Chile (z2): many cascading hydropower plants, good sites
for wind and PV generation. Most of the country’s load is con-
centrated here, presenting a mix of residential and industrial pro-
files.
• Southern Atacama (z3): excellent wind and outstanding solar po-
tential. The demand is small and mainly industrial.
• Northern Atacama (z4): excellent wind and outstanding solar po-
tential. The load is industrial.

3.2. Inputs for the objective function

Here, we describe the main parameters. The complete set of values
can be found in online [38].

3.2.1. Costs parameters
The costs and lifetime of the different storage technologies and re-

newable technologies are taken from Ref. [7]. This database uses ex-
perience curves to project costs to the year 2050 and has been validated
in numerous journal publications [13,39]. For pumped-hydro, we used
a capital cost for power and energy capacity of 1100€/kW and 10€/
kWh, which is consistent with Ref. [40].

3.2.2. Penalties
The penalty cost for unserved energy is set to 10 k€/MWh. Fictitious

inflows are punished more strongly to avoid them becoming positive. A
cost of 5€/MWh is used for curtailed energy.

3.3. Inputs for the power system

3.3.1. Transmission
The existing power transmission capacities are based on the data-

bases of the power system operator [41]. Each zone is interconnected to
the adjacent ones by transmission lines of approximately 1.5–2.0 GW of
capacity. We modeled linear losses equal to 1.5% (of the transmitted
power) per 1000 km [42].

3.3.2. Load
The yearly load profiles (with hourly resolution) of zones z1, z2, and

z3 are based on data of [43], and of zone z4 on [41]. These are then
projected to 2050 using the growth rates given by Chile’s National
Energy Commission [44].1 This results in an average demand of 3, 12, 2
and 6 GW (23 GW) for the zones z1 to z4 and a total peak load of 29 GW.

3.3.3. Power reserves
The contingency reserves are set equal to the installed capacity of

the largest generation unit, which is a hydropower reservoir of 0.7 GW.
Our first simulations showed that the results are not sensitive to var-
iations from 0.5 to 1.0 GW. Therefore, the amount of contingency re-
serves remains fixed during all simulations.

For the operational reserve, we evaluated four cases ranging from
5% to 20% of the forecasted renewable energy production. The upper
bound is close to the current practices of some system operators,
whereas the lower bound can be understood as a future setting when
the forecasts become more precise (better tools and more knowledge).

3.3.4. Energy autonomy
We explored four scenarios of autonomy, specifically 1, 7, 30, and

90 days. The 1-day scenario aims to account for the worst day (e.g. day
with very low wind and PV production), which might not be captured
in the time series (typical-year) used in this planning exercise. The
other extreme, 90 days, is used in the fuel sector of Germany [35]. A
substantial autonomy would avoid an energy crisis similar to Chile’s in
2007 when it could no longer import gas from Argentina.

3.4. Inputs for the storage technologies

We considered the following storage systems: Li-ion battery systems
(BESS), pumped-hydro storage (PHS), and hydrogen systems (H2). For
hydropower reservoirs, please see the next section. We included Li-ion
because of its rapid growth in deployment, PHS because it is a well-
established technology, and H2 as a promising technology in future
multi-energy (power-heat-transport) systems.

The technical potential of BESS is virtually unlimited. In the model,
we only limit the energy-to-power ratio between 1 and 6 h. These va-
lues are based on the currently installed BESS that show an average of
2 h and an upper limit of 4 h [6]; allowing some room for growth for
this ratio as the technology matures.

Regarding PHS, we assumed that about 5 GW of projects could be
realized in those zones with already large deployed hydropower capa-
cities (z1 and z2). We assumed 3 GW in the zones of the desert (z3 and
z4), where the main source of water is the ocean (i.e. PHS installed on
the cliffs). This equals about ten projects of the size of the ongoing PHS
project in the Atacama Desert [45]. We assumed the same costs for both
freshwater and seawater PHS systems. We bounded the energy-to-
power ratio between 1 and 20 h. The upper limit avoids larger re-
servoirs (which may face strong social opposition [46]).

For H2 storage, we considered a chain of systems composed of an
electrolyzer (produces H2 with electricity), a methanizer (converts H2
to methane for easy storage), a gas tank, an open cycle gas turbine (for
reconverting the methane back to electricity), and a CO2 scrubber (for
capturing the CO2 from the gas turbine and feeding it to the metha-
nizer). The potential of these technologies is unconstrained.

3.5. Inputs for cascading hydropower

We modeled the existing hydropower park given the long lifetime of
the technology and the fact that in Chile water licenses do not expire.
We assumed that the installed capacity would not grow beyond the
existing park [41] because the hydropower sector in Chile has lately
shown major difficulties in deploying new projects. Especially large
projects are hampered by environmental concerns and social opposition
[46,47].

The modeling of the existing hydropower cascades and their con-
nectivity (flow routing) and inflows is based on Refs. [41,43] and [48],
respectively. More information can be found in our previous publica-
tions [49,50]. The ecological flow is assumed to be ten percent of the
maximum power output for the lowest power plant of each cascade. In
total, we captured over 40 hydropower plants, with capacities dis-
tributed about equally in zone 1 and 2.

1 This source projects the loads until 2036. To obtain the demand of 2050, we
assumed that the growth rate of 2035 would remain constant.
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3.6. Inputs for renewable technologies

The power generation mix of our case study consists of 100% re-
newable technologies. We modeled the expansion of solar PV and wind
power. We also considered existing run-of-river (in addition to the
previously mentioned hydropower cascades), grouped into an equiva-
lent hydropower plant per zone, attaining 0.1, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.0 GW for
z1 to z4, respectively. Their profile is based on Ref. [43]. Geothermal
and biomass energy in Chile have shown a negligible increase when
compared to PV and wind. Hence, they are not included in this study.

We considered single-axis tracking PV plants and onshore variable-
speed wind farms. The profiles are generated with the online tools Solar
and Wind Energy Explorer [51,52]. Details on these tools can be found in
[53]. We used 3 locations for solar and 3 for wind in each zone (thus
totalizing 24 profiles in the model). Given the vast extension of Chile,
the potential of solar and wind are not constrained by space (an over-
view of other challenges that the solar sector is facing can be consulted
in Ref. [54]).

We study five scenarios varying the ratio between installed PV and
wind plants (but all are 100% renewable). These include solar domi-
nated scenarios (PV++ and PV+ with ratios of 3:1 and 2:1) and wind
dominated scenarios (Wind++ and Wind+ with ratios of 1:3 and 1:2).
The last scenario is a balanced mix (1:1).

3.7. Summary of scenarios

Altogether, we subjected the following parameters to sensitivities:
PV-to-wind ratio, autonomy requirements, and reserve requirements.
Table 1, provides an overview of the resulting scenarios. The nomen-
clature of the first column will be used later on in the discussion.

Our base case consists of a balanced mix. Model B does not consider
autonomy and reserves, whereas model M prescribes an autonomy of
7 days and operational reserves equal to 10% of the forecasted renew-
able generation (contingency reserves are always equal to the largest
generation unit).

To systematically explore differences in storage decisions as a
function of different generation portfolios, we defined a set of scenarios
varying the PV-to-wind ratio. In these scenarios, the service parameters

are kept constant (same as in the base case). Here, we compared the
results from model B with model M.

The second set of scenarios explored different parameters for the
services in a balanced mix. Here, we compared the resulting differences
from the scenarios with the base case of model M (and not with model B).

4. Results and discussion

In this section, after a brief overview of the system, we will analyze
the impact of modeling multi-services in storage expansion planning.
First, the operation of the storage devices between the two models is
contrasted. Then, their cost difference is analyzed and, finally, the effect
of modeling multi-services on the storage investment decisions is studied.

Before starting with in-depth analysis, we will first show the main
investments to get a general impression of the system. Fig. 1 shows, per

Table 1
Definition of scenarios.

ID Model PV-
wind
ratio

Autonomy
(days)

Reservea

Base Case (B) B 1:1 – –
Base Case (M) M 1:1 7 10%

Sensitivities of
power mix

PV+ (B) B 2:1 – –
PV+ (M) M 2:1 7 10%
PV++ (B) B 3:1 – –
PV++ (M) M 3:1 7 10%
Wind+ (B) B 1:2 – –
Wind+ (M) M 1:2 7 10%
Wind++ (B) B 1:3 – –
Wind++ (M) M 1:3 7 10%

Sensitivities of
service
parameters

Autonomy 1-
day (M)

M 1:1 1 10%

Autonomy 1-
month (M)

M 1:1 30 10%

Autonomy 1-
quarter (M)

M 1:1 90 10%

Reserve 5%
(M)

M 1:1 7 5%

Reserve 15%
(M)

M 1:1 7 15%

Reserve 20%
(M)

M 1:1 7 20%

a Percentage of forecasted renewable generation; additionally, we con-
sidered a frequency reserve equal to the largest unit.

z1
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6 23 3 (12h)
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z4
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6 14 3 (12h)
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2 3 1 (20h)

4 (1m)
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1.7
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3
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a) Base case (M) b) PV++ (M)

N

Fig. 1. Main investment decisions for the Chilean power system in 2050 along
the four regions for the scenarios (a) base case and (b) PV++ of model M. Green
icons show the generators (solar PV, wind, and existing hydro; zones marked
with one/two stars indicates that the resource is excellent/outstanding), light-
blue the storage systems (BESS, PHS, and H2), and dark-blue the load. Numbers
show the installed power capacities in GW (and in brackets the storage capacity
in full load hours (h)/months (m)). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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zone, the installed capacities of the generation technologies (including
existing hydropower cascades), the existing transmission infrastructure,
and the planned storage mix. Panel a) shows the base case and panel b)
the PV++ scenario, (which we decided to show because it is the most
cost-effective one).

In the base case, zone 1 only installs wind turbines supported
mainly by the hydropower park and H2. Zone 2 has more PV than wind
generation and requires vast storage facilities of all kinds to supply the
main load center. Zone 3 is based more on wind than PV power and
needs mainly H2 assisted by smaller PHS and BESS for balancing re-
newable generation. Zone 4, is dominated by PV and requires important
shares of all storage technologies. H2 is present in all zones with an
energy capacity of around one month, whereas PHS and BESS show
capacities of 12–20 h and 2–5 h, respectively.

The PV++ scenario, per definition, relies on solar generation,
which compared to the base case creates differences in terms of the
storage requirements. Zone 1 decreases the amount of needed H2 power
capacity, which is offset in zone 2. Zone 3 now relies more strongly on
PHS. In zone 4, H2 and PHS remain constant, but batteries double to
deal with the fluctuations of a solar pole. Along the four zones, the
energy capacities suffer only small changes regarding the base case. In
all scenarios, the model does not recommend run-of-river hydropower
plants under the used cost assumptions.

This kind of analysis could be deepened, following Refs. [11] or
[12], for example. However, now we will focus on the novelty of the
present work, which is understanding how accounting for multi-ser-
vices offered by multi-storages in a multi-nodal system impacts the
expansion decisions.

4.1. Operation of storage technologies

Here, we will compare the operational results of model B with

model M, to identify what service is provided by each kind of ESS. Fig. 2
summarizes the operation of the different ESS in the base case (of
model B and M). Each row corresponds to one storage technology (all
storage devices of a same technology –along the four zones– are now
grouped). All values are normalized by the installed capacity of each
storage technology.

Panel a) and Panel b) of Fig. 2 compare the energy delivery and
the state of charge, respectively. These panels show how in both
models B and M, BESS and PHS respond to the day-night cycle of
solar generation. BESS also follows the variability of wind, pre-
senting an overall more fluctuating behavior. Whereas BESS is fully
depleted during the nights, PHS tends to be steadier. H2 has a more
seasonal operation showing high states of charge during summer and
low ones during winter. It charges during longer periods (full days or
weeks) of solar availability and discharges during shorter times of
low energy availability. It contributes to some extent to balancing
the day-night cycles. H2 follows a similar operational pattern as in
both models, but consistently operates below its installed capacity in
model M. In other words, model M recommends more H2 converters
(triggered by the autonomy criterion) without fully using them.
Furthermore, in model M, H2 is never completely empty (for the
same reason).

Panel c) of Fig. 2 shows the provision of power reserve and energy
autonomy in the left and right column, respectively (both for model M
only). It becomes clear that BESS is the main technology in providing
power reserves, assisted by PHS before sunrise (moments of low state of
charge). Energy autonomy is steadily provided by H2 throughout the
year and by PHS during the day (except the early morning). BESS seems
to help after noon (once they reach a higher state of charge).

Up to this point, we have shown the operation of each storage
technology, normalized to its respective installed capacity. Fig. 3 in-
stead normalizes to the total service requested by the power system. It
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Fig. 2. Operation of ESS (BESS, PHS, H2). (a) Power output, left: model B, right: M. (b) State of charge, left: model B, right: model M. (c) Services, left: power reserves
in model M, right: energy autonomy in model M. Numbers are relative to the capacity (energy or power) of each ESS.
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shows one dimensionless index for the provision of energy,2 power
reserves,3 and autonomy,4 in the subplots (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
Fig. 3 clearly illustrates that more than half of the energy is delivered by
PHS; followed by BESS and H2. BESS, despite its small energy capacity
(Fig. 4), is still able to provide vast quantities of energy given by the
large number of cycles. Power reserves (contingency plus operational)
are primarily provided by BESS and PHS. Energy autonomy is virtually
only delivered by H2. This stands in apparent conflict with Fig. 2; al-
though the provision of autonomy by BESS and PHS can be measured
when relative to their installed capacities, the absolute magnitude is not
relevant from a system perspective.

As a general remark, the intuition that H2 should focus on energy
delivery and that only BESS will provide power reserves does not show
to be true. All ESS participate with important shares in delivering en-
ergy. Power reserves are met by BESS and PHS. H2 is the main tech-
nology for energy autonomy. When subjecting the parameters of these
services to sensitivities, the found operational trends remain consistent
(not shown for the sake of brevity).

4.2. Impact of multi-services on the system costs

In this section, we will look at the cost difference between both
models and how these differences are consistent across scenario var-
iations. By definition, model M must show costs greater than (or equal
to) model B, because it has more constraints. This difference, however,
has to be understood as the error or cost-underestimation of model B. In
other words, model M shows a cost closer to reality, which is simply not
captured by model B. Table 2 summarizes the total costs obtained by
model B and M, divided by the total energy demand (€/MWh).

The impact of planning with multi-services translates into over 20%
of total costs difference. This magnitude is consistent for different
power mixes (different ratios between PV and wind power), ranging
from 16 to 22%. The smallest difference occurs for mixes based on wind
power. Balanced and PV-dominant scenarios are on the other extreme.

When analyzing the sensitivity of different service parameters, the
cost difference seems (shown in the last column of Table 3) minor.
Energy autonomies smaller and larger than one week (base case) impact
the costs by −4% and +3%, respectively. Different power reserve
parameters have a cost difference below 1%. Hence, the parameters
used in the base case (BC) seem robust because further parameter
variations produce only slight (additional) cost differences.

In short, considering energy autonomy and power reserves in ex-
pansion planning reveals costs that in traditional planning would re-
main hidden. These costs are on average 20% and are robust for dif-
ferent parameters of these services.

As a general remark, the (mis-) planned power system by model B
would need further adaptation or else it may suffer from a poorer
quality of service, e.g. unserved energy. This, in turn, implies costs
greater than (or equal to) those of model M. In the literature, this is

typically assessed by Monte Carlo approaches that test many operating
conditions for the recommended investments [55,56]. In our work,
however, we did not study the cost over-runs of model B, to focus on the
impact on the investment decisions, which we will see now.

4.3. Impact of modeling multi-services on the investment decisions

4.3.1. Base case
We will now analyze the investment decisions when modeling multi-

services. For this purpose, Fig. 4 shows the resulting storage investment
decisions of the different storage devices for all scenarios (energy capa-
cities in panel (a) —note that the axis is discontinuous for H2— and power
capacities in panel (b)). For example, in the base case, model B suggests a
total storage requirement of 3.4 TWh and 20.7 GW, while model M re-
commends 10.7 TWh and 32.1 GW. This is an increase by a factor of about
3.2 and 1.6 for the energy and power capacity, respectively.

Furthermore, when looking at the recommended storage mix, more
deviations are found. For BESS, PHS, and H2, the power capacities in the
base case of model B are 10.0, 8.2, and 2.5 GW, respectively, and of
model M are 6.5, 8.1, and 17.5 GW. In relative terms, this is a mod-
ification by a factor of 0.7, 1.0 and 7.1 for the respective three storage
types. This means that H2 substitutes BESS, while PHS remains invariant.
This behavior also holds for the energy capacity. Here, we observe how
model B recommends 40, 140, 3220 GWh and model M suggest 25, 124,
10,580 GWh for BESS, PHS, and H2, respectively. Again, in relative
terms, this means strong changes between both models: 0.6, 0.9, and 3.3
for the three storage technologies. Perhaps, the increase in energy ca-
pacity of H2 could be expected given its low (energy) investment costs.
The substitution of the power capacities (cheap BESS by expensive H2) is
counter-intuitive at first but is related to the multi-services and will be
discussed and explained in Section 4.3.3. For the remainder of the dis-
cussion, relative numbers will be used.

4.3.2. Sensitivity to PV-to-wind scenarios
The resulting power and energy capacities of ESS for the different

renewable scenarios are shown in Tables 4 and 5. They show how the
total power capacity resulting from model M is around 1.4–1.6 times
larger than in model B, for all scenarios. The resulting deviations in
energy capacity are even larger. These range from 1.9 in wind based
scenarios (which do not need as much storage, being consistent with
previous studies [10]) and 3.2 in the balance mix scenario. Solar-
dominated grids are in between.

Regarding the resulting mix, again, H2 takes over in all scenarios
when including multi-services. Its energy capacity tends to double/
triple and its power capacity grows over a factor of five. H2 displaces
the energy capacity of BESS and PHS. In power capacities, H2 sub-
stitutes BESS and PHS up to 30% each. PHS only suffers substantial
changes in the wind dominated scenarios.

4.3.3. Sensitivity to service parameters
In this part, we will analyze how the investment decisions are

impacted when considering different parameters for the services.
Table 6 shows the resulting differences in power capacity and
Table 7 in energy capacity (all changes are here measured relative to
the base case of model M, i.e. they are additional to the base case of
model M). Recall that energy autonomy is leaving a level of stored
energy, and power reserves is leaving a margin in the converters (see
Section 2.3.3).

As expected, larger amounts of energy autonomy demand more ESS
energy capacity because that service hard-constrains the energy to be
stored. How this service impacts the mix is not clear a priori. When
requesting more autonomy, H2 emerges as the most cost-efficient so-
lution (see how its energy capacity in Table 7 grows from 0.8 to 4.3).
Once larger H2 is installed, it can provide other services as well. Con-
sequently, H2 displaces BESS and PHS. Different parameters of au-
tonomy have essentially no impact on the total power capacity, except

0.52

0.26

0.48

0.59 0.15

b) Power reserves

a) Energy provision

H2PHSBESS

Fig. 3. Service provision by the different storage technologies. Numbers are
relative to the total service requested by the power system.

2 Energy provided by one ESS divided by the total energy supplied by all ESS.
3 Ratio of provided reserves by one ESS and the system-wide requested power

reserves (frequency and operational reserves are grouped).
4 Ratio of autonomy provided by one ESS and the total autonomy offered by

all ESS.
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when using a small value (1 day) for autonomy. This scenario favors
power investments in BESS and PHS by about 20% each because they
are more cost-efficient on that time scale as opposed to H2 which is
rather long-term.

Table 3
Total costs for different parameters of power reserves and energy autonomy, for
model M.

Case Cost M (€/MWh) % (rel. to BC)

Autonomy 1-day 42.8 0.96
Autonomy 1-week (BC) 44.4 1.00
Autonomy 1-month 44.8 1.01
Autonomy 1-quarter 45.6 1.03
Reserve 5% 44.3 1.00
Reserve 10% (BC) 44.4 1.00
Reserve 15% 44.5 1.00
Reserve 20% 44.7 1.01
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Fig. 4. Investment decisions of ESS (BESS, PHS, and H2) in terms of (a) energy capacity and (b) power capacity, for the different scenarios. Note that (a) shows a
discontinuous x-axis, which is first linear and then logarithmic.

Table 2
Total costs for different scenarios of PV-to-wind ratios, for model B and M.

Case Cost B (€/MWh) Cost M (€/MWh) Ratio M/B (–)

Balanced mix 36.5 44.4 1.22
PV+ 35.8 43.8 1.22
PV++ 36.2 44.0 1.22
Wind+ 39.3 46.6 1.19
Wind++ 41.7 48.3 1.16
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Variations of power reserve parameters do not show large altera-
tions in the total power and total energy capacities. Furthermore, the
resulting mix is only slightly affected. Basically, BESS takes care of
stricter operating reserve requirements, without affecting the other
technologies. The most stringent power reserve requirement favors the
investment of BESS up to 12% and 8% in terms of power and energy
capacity, respectively.

As a concluding remark of Section 4.3, including energy autonomy
and power reserves in expansion planning strongly impacts the in-
vestment decisions. Total power capacities and energy capacities turn
out to be about 1.4–1.6 and 1.9–3.2 times larger than in traditional
planning, for the different scenarios of renewable shares. Using dif-
ferent service parameters creates additional and significant changes in
the total energy capacity but more limited ones in total power capacity.
The recommended mix is heavily affected under all scenarios, observing
a general shift towards hydrogen.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we developed a novel optimization for planning the
expansion of storage and renewable technologies, called LEELO, in which
the provision of power reserves and energy autonomy is modeled en-
dogenously. Recall that power reserves and energy autonomy are me-
chanisms of coping with short-term and long-term forecast errors, re-
spectively. Although these services are relevant for the adequacy of
power systems and potentially impact the investment recommendations,
they are not usually considered in expansion planning. LEELO is applied
to a case study about a 100% renewable grid: the Chilean power system
in the year 2050. A whole year with an hourly resolution is modeled,
considering three storage (battery, pumped-hydro, and hydrogen) and
three generation technologies (wind, solar photovoltaic, and existing
hydropower cascades). Different scenarios are evaluated, varying the
ratio between wind and solar generation and the service parameters. By
implementing two versions of our model, we compared how multi-ser-
vice planning differs from the conventional energy-based planning.

In terms of operation, ESS show minor differences between both
models. All ESS participate in balancing energy fluctuations. As might
be expected, batteries (low energy-to-power ratio) provide most of the
power reserves (short-term operation), complemented by pumped-
hydro during the nights. Hydrogen storage (high energy-to-power ratio)
takes care of the energy autonomy (long-term operation). However, the
investment recommendations for storage technologies from our multi-
services model differ significantly compared to those from conventional
planning, attaining power capacities and energy capacities up to 1.6
and 3.2 times larger, respectively. Moreover, the resulting storage mix
is profoundly affected. In our multi-service model, batteries are sub-
stituted to a large extent by hydrogen storage. Pumped-hydro remains
mostly invariant. These findings are consistent for the explored power
mixes. Using different parameters for the modeled services changes
none of the identified trends, under the considered cost assumptions.

Furthermore, considering power reserves and energy autonomy re-
veals about 20% higher (total) costs. These costs remain hidden in the
traditional energy modeling approach. Therefore the solutions found by
traditional planning are suboptimal and cause additional unexpected
costs, such as ex-post modifications for upgrades to meet the required
levels of service.

Our findings underline the importance of modeling multi-services in
the task of planning renewable power systems. Not including these
services means in practice obtaining systems that are either unreliable
or suffer from large adaptation costs. These results are relevant for all
entities that in the aim of meeting the Paris Agreement deal with highly
renewable power systems, such as governments, power system plan-
ners, regulation entities, and generation companies.

Future work can extend our approach to interactions with other
energy sectors (e.g. heat and transport) or by considering other flex-
ibility options in the power sector. We also recommend a more precise
definition of the service levels, which is both a technical and political
task. Environmental services (life cycle emissions [57] or ecological
flows in hydropower operation [50]) could also be evaluated, in-
cluding the corresponding future pricing mechanisms. Finally, further
research on stochastic- or robust-based programming approaches is
recommended for additional evaluation of the uncertainty from re-
newable generation.
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Table 6
Power capacity of model M under different service parameters (%, relative to
the base case of model M).

Power capacity BESS PHS H2 Total

Autonomy 1-day 1.2 1.2 0.7 0.9
Autonomy 1-week (BC) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Autonomy 1-month 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Autonomy 1-quarter 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Reserve 5% 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00
Reserve 10% (BC) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Reserve 15% 1.04 1.00 1.00 1.00
Reserve 20% 1.12 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 7
Energy capacity of model M under different service parameters (%, relative to
the base case of model M).

Energy capacity BESS PHS H2 Total

Autonomy 1-day 1.4 1.5 0.8 0.8
Autonomy 1-week (BC) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Autonomy 1-month 1.0 1.0 1.9 1.9
Autonomy 1-quarter 1.0 1.0 4.3 4.3
Reserve 5% 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
Reserve 10% (BC) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Reserve 15% 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00
Reserve 20% 1.08 1.02 0.99 1.00

Table 5
Energy capacity of model M under different PV-to-wind ratios (%, relative to
model B).

Energy capacity BESS PHS H2 Total

Base Case (M) 0.6 0.9 3.3 3.2
PV+ (M) 0.8 0.9 2.7 2.6
PV++ (M) 0.8 0.9 2.4 2.4
Wind+ (M) 0.8 0.8 2.2 2.2
Wind++ (M) 0.8 0.7 1.9 1.9

Table 4
Power capacity of model M under different PV-to-wind ratios (%, relative to
model B).

Power capacity BESS PHS H2 Total

Base Case (M) 0.7 1.0 7.1 1.6
PV+ (M) 0.8 1.0 7.2 1.6
PV++ (M) 0.8 1.0 5.8 1.5
Wind+ (M) 0.7 0.7 5.6 1.5
Wind++ (M) 0.7 0.7 4.8 1.4
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Appendix A

See Table 8.

Table 8
Nomenclature of model: sets, variables, and parameters.

Name Units Description

Sets t Time steps
z Zone of the power system
r Renewable power plants
s Storage technologies
h Hydropower plants

Variables pt z r, , MW Power generated by renewable plant r in zone z at time t
(operation) ps t z

charge
, , , ps t z

discharge
, ,

MW Power charged to or discharged from storage s in zone z at time t

pt h, MW Power generated by hydropower plant h at time t

pz t
unserved
,

MW Power unserved in zone z at time t

pz t
curtailed
,

MW Power curtailed in zone z at time t

pzz z t
imp

, ,
MW Imported power from zone zz to z at time t

pz zz t
exp
, , MW Exported power to zone zz from z at time t

oRest
system MW Operational reserve (total) prescribed by the system at time t

oRest z s
S
, , MW Operational reserve from storage s in zone z at time t

oRest h
H
, MW Operational reserve from hydropower in zone z at time t

fRest
system MW Contingency reserve (total) prescribed by the system at time t

fRest z s
S
, , MW Contingency reserve from storage s in zone z at time t

fRest h
H
, MW Contingency reserve from hydropower in zone z at time t

autonomys z t, , MWh Autonomy from of storage s in zone z at time t
autonomyh t, MWh Autonomy from of hydropower h at time t
storeds z t, , MWh Stored energy of storage s in zone z at time t
storeds h, m3 Stored water of hydropower h in zone z at time t

losss z t
storage
, , MW Energy loss (self-discharge) of storage s in zone z at time t

losss z t
reserves
, , MW Energy loss (provision of reserves) of storage s in zone z at time t

lossh t, m3 Water losses (infiltration, evaporation) of hydropower h at time t

qh t
turbined
,

m3/s Flow turbined by hydropower h at time t

qh t
diverted
,

m3/s Flow diverted by hydropower h at time t

qh t
reserve
, m3/s Flow used for reserve provision by hydropower h at time t

qh t
fictitious
,

m3/s Fictitious flow of hydropower h at time t (used for tuning purposes)

qh t
turbinedupstream
,

m3/s Flow turbined upstream of hydropower h at time t

qh t
divertedupstream
,

m3/s Flow diverted upstream of hydropower h at time t

Variables (investment) Pr z
ins
, MW Installed power capacity of renewable technology r in zone z

Pl
ins MW Installed power capacity of transmission lines l

Ps z
insdis
,

., Ps z
inscharge
, MW Installed power capacity (discharging, charging) of storage s in zone z

Es z
ins
, MWh Installed energy capacity of storage s in zone z

Inputs Loadt z, MW Load (demand) in zone z at time t
Ph

ins MW Installed power capacity on hydropower h

Plargestunit MW Power capacity of largest (hydro)power generator
Profiler t z, , % Profile of renewable source r in zone z at time t

Pmax
curtailed % Maximum amount of renewable energy to be curtailed

PVtoWindRatio % Proportion between power capacity of PV and wind plants
charge , dis % Charging and discharging efficiency of storage s

Fs
MinE P2 , Fs

MaxE P2 % Minimum and maximum energy to power ratio of storage s

FusedoRes % Ratio between the deployed and committed operating power reserves

FusedfRes % Ratio between the deployed and committed frequency power reserves

AutomyHourssystem h Ability of the power system to operate autonomously, in hours
Autonomysystem MWh Ability of the power system to operate autonomously, in energy

Es z
potential
, MWh Technical potential of energy capacity of storage s in zone z

kh MW/(m3/s) Yield of hydropower h

Qh t
inflow
,

m3/s Inflow to hydropower h at time t
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